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Abstract

Secure communication on the Internet is built around the trust of digital certificates. Web servers present a digital certificate to browsers as authentication much like people present an official picture ID as proof of identity. Digital certificates have an expiration date, however, prior to expiration there are multiple reasons why a certificate may no longer be valid. The Internet’s Public Key Infrastructure provides methods for browsers to check the validity of digital certificates but are all browsers configured to perform these checks? The recent Heartbleed vulnerability resulted in thousands of revoked certificates from vulnerable servers that should no longer be trusted. This paper takes a closer look at how digital certificates are revoked and how effectively our browsers use revocation information. It will also examine some of the newer techniques used to detect revocation status like OCSP stapling, OCSP must-staple, OCSP multi-staple and CRLSets.
1. Introduction

Digital certificates are a form of digital identification. Servers may present certificates to client computers. Clients may present certificates to servers. People may present certificates to each other. In all cases, one entity is asserting its digital identity to another. If for some reason an aspect of an identity changes, it should update its digital identification by invalidating or revoking the digital certificate associated with that entity before reissuing it.

This paper will describe, in detail, the certificate revocation process specifically for web servers using the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol (Dierks & Rescorla, 2008). TLS is the successor to SSL and is a protocol used to secure sensitive network data such as confidential documents, banking transactions, email and online shopping sites. TLS provides authentication and confidentiality using digital certificates.

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) refers to the system used by an organization to manage all the tools and components needed to exchange data securely on a public network. A PKI uses public key cryptography, describes a certificate issuing system based on trusted issuing authorities at the root, a certificate validation system and key management system (Vacca, 2004 Ch.1).

When the secrecy of a server’s private key has been breached, for example, through a server compromise, the certificate associated with that server could potentially be used by anyone who possesses the private key, to impersonate that server. This would be possible because it is the private key used to sign or “prove” whom the sender of the certificate is. Private key compromise is one of the more important reasons that a revocation mechanism exists.

On April 7, 2014, a vulnerability in the OpenSSL implementation of TLS, called Heartbleed, was made public. The vulnerability had been present for two years and allowed attackers to gather the contents of a server’s memory and steal unencrypted sensitive data such as private keys (Codenomicon, 2014). On April 8, 2014, Netcraft, a company that provides Internet performance statistics, reported that approximately
500,000 TLS certificates were vulnerable to the Heartbleed vulnerability and should be revoked. (Mutton, April 2014). With that many potentially compromised servers, the reliability of the revocation process became very important. This paper will detail the revocation mechanism used by browsers and highlight the similarities and differences between their implementations.

2. Digital certificates

A digital certificate is a core element in a public key infrastructure and uses public/private key pairs for encryption and digital signing. Certificates are “…data structures that bind public key values to subjects” as described by the document that defines the current X.509 version 3 standard for certificates, RFC 5280. A certificate authority (CA) “signs” a certificate with its private key and the corresponding public key is embedded in the certificate itself. The only key that will properly verify the signature attached to a certificate is the CA’s public key, offering proof that it came from that CA (Vacca, 2004 p.16). It is a model that ultimately relies on trust of the CA. Accepting a certificate as proof of a computer’s identity is analogous to accepting a driver’s license as proof of a person’s identity. We place trust in the processes and procedures of the DMV to issue licenses that contain the picture and information that correspond to the same person being issued the license.

2.1. Certificate authorities

A CA is an entity that issues certificates. There are many well-known commercial CAs such as Verisign, Entrust, Globalsign, Comodo. Any organization can also set up its own local CA to issue certificates for local resources, however, browsers would have to be configured to always trust these certificates in order for them to function without presenting warnings or errors. Commercial CAs typically create a certificate hierarchy. At the top of the hierarchy is the root CA. The root CA usually issues certificates to intermediate CAs. Intermediate CAs can issue certificates for defined uses to any resources including other CAs. All certificates issued by the intermediate CAs will be implicitly trusted according to this chain of trust; the root trusts the intermediate CA, therefore, our browsers trust certificates issued by the intermediate
CA. Each issuing CA (root and intermediate) is responsible for providing revocation information regarding the certificates it issues (Cooper et al., 2008). The various methods for communicating revocation status are discussed in section 3.

On July 2, 2014, Google security engineers discovered fraudulent certificates that had been issued by a CA operated by the Indian government (Langley, 2014, July 8). The CA was a trusted certificate authority for the Windows operating system; therefore any certificates it issued were also trusted. On July 10, 2014, Microsoft issued security advisory 2982792, removing the Indian CA from the trusted root database in Windows (Microsoft, 2014). Figure 1 shows a certificate chain for a certificate issued by the newly untrusted Indian root CA as viewed in Safari. None of the certificates in the chain will be trusted if the root is untrusted.

**Figure 1**

2.2. **Certificate fields**

The content of a certificate varies depending on its prescribed use but most certificates contain X.509 version number, certificate serial number, cryptographic algorithm used for the signature, CA’s digital signature, issuing CA, validity dates, server name, server public key, key usage, certificate policies and revocation information.

The certificate serial number is a value assigned by the issuing CA and used to identify the certificate. Every certificate issued by a particular CA will have a unique serial number. This serial number will be used to identify certificates for revocation. A very detailed description of the X.509 version 3 format and standard functionality for digital certificates is documented in RFC 5280 (Cooper et al., 2008) with some recent

---

1 This root CA was never in the trusted root store for Safari or Firefox. Only Windows and Chrome running on Windows trusted the CA prior to July 10, 2014.
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updates in RFC 6818 (Yee, 2013). For a deeper look at digital certificates including explanations on a certificate’s components, uses and certificate chaining see Appendix A.

3. Certificate revocation

Every digital certificate contains an expiration date. The expiration date is often set at one, two or three years from the date of issuance but is determined when the certificate is issued. Because a certificate that has expired is no longer valid, the subject or server using that certificate must acquire a new one. There are reasons, however, that a certificate may need to be invalidated prior to its expiration date. An organization may revoke certificates for its servers at any time and for any reason, however, some of the common reasons include: the private key corresponding to the certificate has been lost or stolen, the domain name of the subject has changed or the subject is no longer in service. When a server administrator discovers, for example, that a server has been attacked and he suspects that the private key may be compromised, he can request that the issuing CA revoke the server’s certificate. This would prevent clients from connecting to the potentially compromised server, that is, assuming the clients queried the revocation list. Similarly, client certificates used for individual user authentication/signing may be revoked when an employee leaves an organization or loses control of her private key.

RFC 5280 states that CAs are expected to convey the revocation status for the certificates issued by the CA although the method for doing this is left to the individual CA. The method it recommends is the use of a published certificate revocation list (CRL), however, it suggests that an online lookup method could also be used or any other solution of the CA’s choosing. The online method is typically implemented using the online certificate status protocol (OCSP) and is outlined in RFC 6960 (Santesson, et al., 2013). Both the CRL and the OCSP method return a digitally signed response that indicates whether or not a certificate has been revoked. A CRL issuer or OCSP responder is not required to be the same entity that issued the certificate according to the RFC, however, the research done for this paper indicates that revocation information is normally issued by the same entity.
Figure 2 shows an example chain of certificates that might be presented to a browser establishing a secure connection with a web server. The certificate chain presented consists of a self-signed root certificate, an intermediate CA certificate and finally the web server’s certificate, with the non-root CAs providing links for revocation information of their issued certificates with a link to either a CRL or to an OCSP server. When presented with such a chain, a browser will verify the following:
• The web server certificate leads back to a root CA certificate that is trusted and has not expired
• The signature on the intermediate CA certificate is valid and has not expired
• The INT CA certificate (s/n AAAA) has not been revoked
• The signature on the web server certificate is valid and has not expired
• The web server certificate (s/n BBBB) has not been revoked

When the browser is satisfied that all certificates in the chain are valid and have not been revoked, the connection can proceed. A browser’s response to a revoked certificate is configurable and can range from “ignore completely and proceed” to “do not proceed with this connection”. The default configurations for the major browsers are detailed in section 4.

Every non-root CA is expected to convey revocation information for the certificates it issues, however, there is no requirement that a client use that information. Consider this analogy. When a person exchanges cash for goods at a retail shop, it would be time consuming for the retailer to check the revocation status of the serial number on each paper bill it received and is therefore not common practice. In higher risk environments or with especially large denomination bills the practice of on-the-spot counterfeit detection may be more common. Similarly, some browsers have not been particularly good at thoroughly checking certificates’ revocation status by default; however, individual organizations that have a lower risk tolerance are able to enforce revocation checking.

3.1. Certificate Extensions

A CA communicates the location for a certificate’s revocation status information by adding a certificate extension to the certificate. The extension would include the link to either a CRL or the URL for the OCSP server. This is an optional extension according to RFC 5280; however, the research done for this paper shows it to be frequently included. Certificate extensions are valid only for the most recent version of X.509, version 3. The extensions used to relate revocation information are CRL Distribution Points (for CRLs) and Authority Information Access (for OCSP). Additional extensions
used for purposes other than revocation include *Key Usage, Alternate Subject Name, Certificate Policies* and are detailed in RFC 5280.

### 3.2. Certificate revocation request authentication

It is conceivable that an attacker may try to force revocation of a legitimate certificate or otherwise interfere with the normal revocation function. It is therefore a recommended per RFC 5280 that revocation requests be properly authenticated so that only individuals with the proper authority to revoke a certificate are allowed to do so. The methods for authentication vary but most involve creating the revocation request by logging in with a special account or a challenge/response exchange known to the original certificate subscriber only. Every CA publishes a Certification Practice Statement (CPS). The CPS is the CAs rulebook and contains procedures involved with managing certificates, including how revocation requests are authenticated. Links to the CPSs of some of the larger certification authorities can be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate Authority</th>
<th>Certificate Practice Statement URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CACert</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cacert.org/policy/CertificationPracticeStatement.php">http://www.cacert.org/policy/CertificationPracticeStatement.php</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DigiCert</td>
<td><a href="http://www.digicert.com/docs/cps/DigiCert_CPS_v405-May-2-2013.pdf">http://www.digicert.com/docs/cps/DigiCert_CPS_v405-May-2-2013.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalsign</td>
<td><a href="https://www.globalsign.com/repository/GlobalSign_CA_CPS_v7.7.pdf">https://www.globalsign.com/repository/GlobalSign_CA_CPS_v7.7.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godaddy</td>
<td><a href="https://certs.starfieldtech.com/anonymous/repository.pki">https://certs.starfieldtech.com/anonymous/repository.pki</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symantec</td>
<td><a href="https://www.symantec.com/content/en/us/about/media/repository/stn-cps.pdf">https://www.symantec.com/content/en/us/about/media/repository/stn-cps.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3. How to check revocation status

If a browser is configured to pay attention to revocation status, it will perform a check for each certificate by using a CRL or by processing an OCSP response. If the information received reveals that the certificate has been revoked, the client will either prevent the user from proceeding or warn the user that something might be amiss and allow the user proceed. The response to a revoked certificate varies per browser and is
also configurable. Figure 3 shows the response from Internet Explorer when it discovers that it has been presented a revoked certificate.

![Figure 3](image-url)

The two methods for checking the revocation status of certificates, CRL and OCSP, will be discussed in separate sections.

### 3.4. Certificate revocation lists

A CRL is essentially a blacklisting of certificates that can no longer be trusted and is maintained by each CA for its own issued certificates. The CA will update and publish a CRL at regular intervals. A link to the CRL is sent along with each certificate so that a client (browser) can examine the list to determine whether the certificate it is evaluating has not been recalled. Because certificates often are delivered in chains, the client must examine the revocation status for every certificate in the chain up to but not including the trusted root certificate (see section 7.1 for a description of certificate chains).

A root CA provides a CRL for the certificates that it issues with one exception; it does not provide revocation information for its own self-signed certificate. Root certificates that need to be revoked should be removed from the *Trusted Root Authority* certificate databases.

CRLs are digitally signed by the CA that publishes them in order to verify that the list can be trusted. It is illogical to sign a CRL using the public key.

---

2 Root certificate revocations are usually delivered in operating system updates, however, Microsoft has an automatic mechanism in place on Windows 8+. Older Windows versions may install the updater from https://support.microsoft.com/kb/2677070
associated with a certificate that is being revoked. Because of this circular trust problem, root CA certificates do not include a link to CRL or OCSP revocation data.

Occasionally, a root certificate does need to be revoked. When this happens, browser manufacturers, as well as operating system vendors like Microsoft and Apple, typically issue updates that will edit the Trusted Root Authority database. An example of an untrusted root certificate authority removed from trusted databases is shown in Figure 4. This was a fraudulently issued certificate that would not expire until 2025 so removing it from the trusted root store was essential.

Figure 4

3.4.1. How CRLs work

As noted above, every certificate from a particular CA has a unique serial number. A CRL contains a list of certificate serial numbers that have been revoked according to the CA. Figure 5 shows a CRL containing a single revoked certificate. It is identified by its serial number and shows the date it was revoked along with a reason. If the CA has not revoked any certificates it will publish an empty list.
CRLs are updated at intervals defined by each issuing CA. Hundreds of CRLs were collected while researching this paper and most common interval used among those CRLs was 7 days. This implies that a certificate that gets revoked the day after a CRL was issued would go unnoticed for 6 days to clients that had a previous cached version of the CRL. This is a window of opportunity that an attacker might be able to take advantage of.

After a TLS handshake, establishing a secure channel with a server, the browser should perform the following steps for each CRL distribution point included in the certificate presented by the server:\(^3\)

1. Client checks CRL cache for the prescribed CRL. If the CRL is not cached locally, a fresh copy will be fetched according to the location provided in the certificate
2. Verify that the issuer of CRL matches CRL issuer field on certificate
3. Validate the digital signature attached to the CRL.

\(^3\) These are the steps that are supposed to be performed if the browser is configured to check CRLs.
4. Search for the certificate’s serial number in the CRL.

5. If the serial number is found, the certificate has been revoked. If the serial number is not found, the certificate has not been revoked.

CRLs are usually retrieved using unencrypted protocols, that is, the protocol used to retrieve a CRL uses HTTP instead of HTTPS. This is because the security mechanism built-in to protect the integrity of the contents of a CRL is the digital signature of the CRL issuer. There is no need for secrecy of the contents so the overhead of an encrypted connection is not necessary.

3.4.2. What are current sizes of some CRLs?

CRLs may be distributed as a single file or as a base file plus delta CRLs. The base file and the delta CRLs when aggregated will contain the same list as a single master file. The method used is up to the CA. When a browser performs CRL checking, downloading a large CRL file may noticeably slow the initiation of a TLS connection. On June 26, 2014 the current size of Globalsign’s CRL was about 1 MB, containing 136,551 revoked certificate serial numbers.

On any platform, a CRL can be downloaded via a browser by entering the URL from the CRL Distribution Point extension in the certificate.

Additionally, on Linux or Mac use `wget` or `curl`:

```
$ wget http://crl.globalsign.com/gs/gsorganizationvalg2.crl
$ curl -O http://crl.globalsign.com/gs/gsorganizationvalg2.crl
```

```
% Total    % Received     % Xferd Average Speed   Time    
     100 4936k     100 4936k     0 1040k      0     0:00:02
```

In the example above, a single CRL took about 2 seconds to download from an average home broadband connection. The CRL must subsequently be queried for the certificate’s serial number and these operations must be done for all non-root certificates in the chain along with the required signature verification and other steps associated with setting up a TLS session. Because the size of CRLs may present an undue burden on
connections, a CA may choose to issue multiple CRLs according to RFC 5280, each with a defined scope to cover a subset of its issued certificates. A browser would need to download and query only the smaller CRL scoped for its certificate.

3.4.3. Revocations over time

Shortly after the Heartbleed vulnerability in OpenSSL was announced on April 7, 2014, the SANS Internet Storm Center began tracking certificate revocations based on well-known CRLs. Figure 6, retrieved from https://isc.sans.edu/crls.html, shows a clear spike in the number of revocations immediately following the announcement.

![Figure 6](https://isc.sans.edu/crls.html)

Netcraft, a company that provides Internet performance statistics, reported on April 8, 2014 that approximately 500,000 TLS certificates were vulnerable to the Heartbleed vulnerability and should be revoked. (Mutton, April 2014). Then on May 9th (well after the above revocation spike) Netcraft had calculated that only 14% of the 500,000 certificates had been properly revoked using newly generated private keys. 43% of the certificates were reissued but most either failed to revoke the old certificate or re-used the private key; both are mistakes that leave the server vulnerable (Mutton, May, 2014).

3.4.4. Viewing the contents of a CRL
When a browser makes a TLS connection with a server, the browser will download and examine the CRL without any user intervention. This happens transparently, however, one can manually download a CRL or view the local CRL cache. There are tools for viewing a CRL’s contents on both Windows and OSX/Linux machines.

**Figure 7**

```
$ openssl crl -inform DER -in SALLYSINTCA.crl -text
Certificate Revocation List (CRL):
  Version 2 (X.509)
  Signature Algorithm: sha1WithRSAEncryption
  Issuer: /CN=SALLYSINTCA
  Last Update: Jun 25 12:03:39 2014 GMT
  Next Update: Jul 3 00:23:39 2014 GMT
  CRL extensions:
    X509v3 Authority Key Identifier:
      KeyId:1E:1F:1A:29:1B:97:B7:62:3E:42:1F
    X509v3 CRL Number:
      12
  1.3.6.1.4.1.311.21.1:

Revoked Certificates:
  Serial Number: 61973BDB00000000000004
  Revocation Date: Jun 15 01:30:00 2014 GMT
  CRL entry extensions:
    X509v3 CRL Reason Code:
      Key Compromise
  Signature Algorithm: sha1WithRSAEncryption
```

On Windows, OSX and Linux, *OpensSSL* can be used as shown in Figure 7. In addition, Windows has a built-in command line utility called *certutil* that will display the contents of a CRL as shown in Figure 8.
3.5. Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)

OCSP is a newer method for checking certificate revocation status and is outlined in RFC 6960 (Santesson, et al., 2013). OCSP was designed to be a more efficient method for certificate status checks than CRLs, allowing the client computer to query a server for information about one particular certificate. The OCSP server, usually called the OCSP responder, does the necessary processing on its end and delivers a status message or “assertion” to the client about a single certificate. With CRLs, the client was required to download a potentially large file and then search through the file looking for an entry corresponding to the certificate in question. In contrast, OCSP sends a small response regarding a specific certificate, reducing both the bandwidth required as well as the amount of processing on the client. Currently, most public OCSP responders are
quite reliable as evidenced by the performance statistics gathered by Netcraft. The vast majority of the responders analyzed by Netcraft experience very little down time and fail to provide responses less than 1% of the time (Netcraft, 2014).

3.5.1. How OCSP works

If a CA offers OCSP status checking for its certificate, it will include a link to the appropriate OCSP responder in the certificate as part of the AIA extension (Santesson, et al., 2013, section 3.1). A client sends a request to the OCSP server and receives a response that is digitally signed by the responding server. The responding server may not be the same server that issued the certificate but it must be a server that has been delegated that authority and identified as such in an AIA extension for certificate being checked. A successful response will include a status of good, revoked or unknown. A client that receives a status of unknown may make further checks using another server or another method, depending on how revocation checking is configured on the client.

Figure 9 shows a packet capture of the OCSP request and response. In this example, OCSP is being sent over HTTP but the protocol being used may vary based on the application requiring the status information. For example, an email application may use SMTP for its OCSP messages. The request is sent to the OCSP responder that was identified in the AIA certificate extension. Figure 9 shows the OCSP response contains the certificate serial number, allowing the browser to match the response to the correct request. A response of good means the certificate has not been revoked. It will be up to the browser to do further evaluation of the validity period of the response, the digital signature, etc. before it will declare the certificate valid.

If the OCSP responder fails to respond then most browsers will default to a “soft-fail” condition. Soft-fail implies that the browser will make a best effort to reach an OCSP server but if it does not succeed it will continue on with connection assuming the certificate has not been revoked. When this happens the client is proceeding to a server whose certificate has not been properly validated. There are many reasons why browsers prefer soft-fail over hard-fail. One of the reasons is that many web applications require a

---

4 A “hard-fail” would imply that when no OCSP response is received the browser would refuse to connect to the site.
user to login over a secure connection before proceeding to make any further requests, however, in order to complete the secure connection the client must make an HTTP request to an OCSP server. A common example of this would be a captive portal or Wi-Fi hotspot. A proposed method called *OCSP must staple* offers a potential solution to these problems and is outlined in section 3.5.4.

**Figure 9**

RFC 6960 does not prescribe a method for OCSP responders to obtain certificate revocation status information. In practice, some CAs have their OCSP responders query their published CRLs while other CAs allow their OCSP responders to access their certificate databases directly (Microsoft, 2013). In the former case, OCSP responders
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would be able to provide status information only as fresh as the latest issued CRL and in
the latter; near real-time revocation status can be provided. Furthermore, OCSP
responses may be cached at the client. The research done for this paper shows that
OCSP responses are refreshed at a variable rate, but usually between 2 and 7 days.

In general, caching is an effective method to improve response time, however,
this efficiency comes with the cost of providing potentially stale information regarding
certificate status that could create a window of opportunity for an attacker.

3.5.2. OCSP stapling

OCSP stapling is an extension of the TLS protocol and is the friendly term used
for Certificate Status Request. A client can request a “stapled” OCSP response, which
means the server to which a client is establishing a connection should send a signed
OCSP response along with or “stapled to” the certificate during the TLS handshake. The
client makes this request during the TLS handshake with the certificate extension
CertificateStatusRequest. OCSP stapling is defined in RFC 6066 (Eastlake, 2011).

Research done for this paper shows that current versions of Internet Explorer,
Firefox and Chrome all support OCSP stapling. Safari, although it does support OCSP,
does not support stapling.

Of course, a client can request an OCSP stapled response from a web server but
the server must also support OCSP stapling. OCSP stapling is supported by the
following web servers according to Globalsign⁵:

- Apache 2.3 and later
- Nginx 1.3.7 and later
- IIS 7.0 and later

Figure 10 shows the ClientHello packet of the TLS handshake in Wireshark. This
is the first packet sent to a server when setting up a TLS connection. By including the
CertificateStatusRequest extension, it is asking the server to send a stapled OCSP
response. The response is the CertificateStatus message shown in packet 248.

---

⁵ https://sslcheck.globalsign.com/tr/help/26d15ece
As of this writing, OCSP stapling can only be requested for the end server certificate, not other certificates up the chain, although there is currently a draft proposal for *Multiple Certificate Status Request*, also called *OCSP multi-staple* (Pettersen, 2013).

**Figure 10**

Web servers can maintain a recent OCSP response in their cache by periodically reissuing the request to the OCSP server. With this method, the server proactively offers the reasonably up-to-date revocation status of its certificate. This saves time for the client because it would no longer need to make an additional connection out to an OCSP server. The RFC states that the server *may* provide a stapled response but it is not required. When a server chooses not to return a stapled response, most clients will proceed with a regular OCSP request over HTTP and if that fails the client will likely proceed to the site anyway; the soft-fail condition.
Some argue that OCSP stapling provides a more private method for clients to check a certificate’s status. With regular OCSP queries a client is asking the CA about a certificate for a particular server over an unsecured connection. The CA or someone intercepting the traffic could track that potentially private information. When OCSP stapling is used, however, the client never contacts the CA. Instead the web servers request OCSP responses for their own certificates and staple them to the TLS handshake for the client.

Netcraft reported in May 2013 that approximately 21% of all SSL certificates were presented to clients with an OCSP stapled response (Netcraft, 2013). The SecurityPitfalls website recently performed a scan of the “Alexa top one million” and reports that only approximately 15% of the web servers scanned support OCSP stapling (Kario, 2014). Desktop browser support for OCSP stapling will be detailed in section 4, however, of note here is that all major desktop browsers except Safari will, by default, request OCSP stapling when initiating a TLS connection. This implies that low use of OCSP stapling is due to server configurations. When more servers adopt OCSP stapling, both the performance and privacy problems associated with OCSP can be reduced.


3.5.3. OCSP must staple

OCSP must staple means that a signed OCSP response must be delivered along with the server’s certificate during the TLS handshake. This is a requirement set by the web server. The client could then be configured to accept or refuse a connection based on the response. Currently, a client may request a stapled response but servers are not required to provide one. When that happens the client has a dilemma. It may be that the server does not support stapling but it may also be that an attacker is tampering with the

---

6 The Alexa top one million is a list of web sites compiled by Alexa/Amazon and can be downloaded from http://s3.amazonaws.com/alexa-static/top-1m.csv.zip
connection and has removed the stapled response in order to hide the certificate’s revocation status.

One of the most important considerations for the implementation of a must staple solution is the prevention of just such a downgrade attack or removal of the must staple feature in order to prevent revocation checking. In other words, when a client connects to a web server that communicates the must staple requirement, the client knows to look for an OCSP stapled response. When a client connects to a web server that does not include the must staple requirement, how does it know if the web server does not require it or an attacker has intercepted the connection and removed the requirement? Phil Hallam-Baker of Comodo has proposed a new TLS extension that would prevent this type of attack. The proposed extension would provide a way for the certificate issued to a web server to notify the client of the must staple requirement. Because the certificate is digitally signed, any changes made to the certificate, such as removing the must staple requirement, would prevent the certificate from validating properly at the client and would be rejected. The proposal is in a draft stage and does not have an RFC assigned number but it can be found on the IETF website (Hallam-Baker, 2014).

The process of finalizing the RFC for must staple and implementing it is expected to take a long time. It also requires that CAs be prepared to adopt the change and issue new certificates. Mozilla is currently discussing another mechanism to provide must staple in the interim that involves using server HTTP must staple headers. However, this would also have the potential for downgrade attack vulnerability. Discussion and status of this interim solution can be found on the Mozilla wiki (Mozilla, 2014).

There is an active and evolving discussion on the topic of OCSP must staple among the IETF-TLS working group members at http://www.ietf.org/mail-archive/web/tls/current/msg12630.html

4. Browser behavior

This section includes results from research done using the 4 major desktop browsers, Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari and Chrome. The research was done using fresh, default installs of Windows 7 with Internet Explorer 11, Windows 8 with Internet
Explorer 10 and OSX 10.7 with Safari 6.5. Additionally, Firefox 30 and Chrome 35 were installed and used in their default states while examining default behaviors. Settings were then changed where possible to enable and test revocation checks. A test certificate authority infrastructure was configured using Windows 2008 R2 servers and IIS7 for controlled local tests. Also several publicly available web sites whose certificates have been revoked were utilized during the testing procedure.

According to gs.statcounter.com, worldwide desktop browser usage statistics over the past 3 months show that the most common browser used on Desktops is Google’s Chrome browser as shown in Figure 11.

![Figure 11](image-url)
The default settings for each of the browsers are shown in Figure 12. All four browsers have the option to check certificate revocation status with only Chrome disabling it by default. Chrome does, however, check certificates against its own list of revocation list, the so-called CRLSets. When configured to perform a check, all browsers except Safari will start with an OCSP staple request when a TLS connection is initiated. When checking is enabled and the browser is notified that a certificate has been revoked all four browsers will notify the user and only Safari will offer the option to continue to the site anyway. Figure 13 shows the warning/error displayed when presented with a revoked certificate.
Figure 13

The major desktop browsers, Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari and Chrome are all configurable with respect to how they check for certificate revocation but all have a default configuration that will check OCSP first, CRL second (except Firefox) and will fail-soft in the event that the revocation status of a certificate cannot be determined. That is, if neither an OCSP nor a CRL response is received, the browser will continue on to the site anyway. The reasoning behind this approach seems to be related to the fact that a lack of response from a server is more likely due to a network error or application
configuration issue rather than malicious activity. Netcraft maintains a table, currently updated every 15 minutes, of 58 OCSP responders. It collects and aggregates this data from sensors at multiple locations around the world. Figure 14 shows the top 5 performers and the bottom 5 performers from Netcraft’s data collection site on July 11, 2014. While the lowest performing OCSP responder had a failed request rate of just over 1%, this means its success rate was almost 99%. Of the 58 responders shown on the site, 29 showed a failed response rate of 0.000%.

**Figure 14**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Performance graph</th>
<th>Company site</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Outage hh:mm:ss</th>
<th>Failed Resp %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ocsp.comodoca3.com</td>
<td>ocsp.comodoca3.com</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0:00:00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ocsp.trustwave.com</td>
<td>ocsp.trustwave.com</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0:00:00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ocsp.digicert.com</td>
<td>ocsp.digicert.com</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0:00:00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>volusion-ocsp.digitalcertvalidation.com</td>
<td>volusion-ocsp.digitalcertvalidation.com</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0:00:00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ts.symod.com</td>
<td>ts.symod.com</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0:00:00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>gtsl2-ocsp.geotrust.com</td>
<td>gtsl2-ocsp.geotrust.com</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0:00:00</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>evini-ocsp.verisign.com</td>
<td>evini-ocsp.verisign.com</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0:00:00</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>gtsl-ocsp.geotrust.com</td>
<td>gtsl-ocsp.geotrust.com</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0:00:00</td>
<td>0.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>ocsp.starfieldtech.com</td>
<td>ocsp.starfieldtech.com</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0:00:00</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>evsi-ocsp.geotrust.com</td>
<td>evsi-ocsp.geotrust.com</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0:00:00</td>
<td>1.038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data in Figure 14 is representative of server and network related response issues like outages, traffic loads and distances from servers. Response problems due to application specific configuration issues, like captive portals, would not be included.

In addition to performance statistics, other factors may affect revocation status responses. If a browser is configured to refuse TLS connections if no revocation status can be determined (hard-fail), then OCSP/CRL servers could become more interesting targets in denial of service attacks. Relying on one server’s response for certificate status check represents a single point of failure but certificates can include multiple links for CRLs or OCSP servers in the CDP and AIA extensions, respectively. In addition,

---

7 https://www.imperialviolet.org/2014/04/19/revchecking.html
9 http://uptime.netcraft.com/perf/reports/OCSP
10 https://www.imperialviolet.org/2014/04/19/revchecking.html
OCSP stapled responses eliminate the need for client queries. The following articles provide additional information regarding soft-fail vs. hard-fail default values and other certificate revocation problems.


4.1. Chrome

Google’s Chrome browser handles certificate validation and revocation differently than the other browsers including an added security feature called public key pinning and its own revocation mechanism called CRLSets.

4.1.1. Public key pinning

Since Chrome 13 was released in May of 2011, it has included a feature called public key pinning and sometimes referred to as SSL pinning or certificate pinning. Chrome stores a whitelist of hashed public keys associated with the certificate authorities that it has authorized to sign Google’s certificates. This feature in Chrome allowed Google to detect fraudulent certificates issued for the Google domain on July 2, 2014 (Langley, 2014, July 8) and was the seed for the PKP extension described in section 2.4.1 and was developed to help detect man-in-the-middle attacks of Google’s servers. (Langley, 2011).

4.1.2. Chrome CRLSets

Several years ago, Google developed a new method for dealing with revoked certificates called CRLSets (Chromium project, 2011). CRLSets contain a list of revoked certificates, grouped by issuing CA. The CRLSet is pushed to Chrome browsers like an update so the browser need not query a server for revocation status. The maximum size of the file is currently set at 250KB according to the Chromium security team (Chromium project, 2011). Google Chrome will not proceed to a site if it is presented with a certificate included in the CRLSets.
When establishing a TLS connection, Chrome will always send the `status_request` extension, asking for an OCSP stapled response. When presented with a certificate, Chrome will first check the current CRLSet. If the signing CA does not have a set in the current CRLSet, Chrome will process a stapled OCSP response\(^{11}\) if one was provided. If not, then further revocation checks are only done on EV certificates. The additional check for EV certificates would be to send a query to the OCSP server specified in the AIA extension of that certificate. If there is no response from an OCSP server Chrome will consider the certificate good and proceed to the site.

The use of CRLSets is somewhat controversial because the list of revoked certificates in CRLSets is a small subset of the total revoked certificates according to Adam Langley, one of the engineers on the project (Langley, 2012). Langley argues that there are currently too many problems with regular revocation checking that reduce both browser security and performance (Langley, 2014, April 19). CRLSets addresses some of those problems by eliminating many of the outbound client connections to fetch a CRL or OCSP response because it considers most certificates that have been revoked for administrative reasons as not important to check. See Appendix B for how to view the contents of the current CRLSet.

Research done for this paper shows that reasons are often not given when revoking a certificate and when they are given they may be assigned default values by the web application as it is processing the revocation request. This makes the reason code field an unreliable indicator for the importance of one revocation over another. See Appendix C – Revocation Reasons, for more a more detailed analysis.

By eliminating the majority of the client OCSP queries, Chrome also reduces the privacy concern discussed in section 3.5.2. However, OCSP stapling eliminates the extra client connections as well and similarly improves browser performance and confidentiality.

\(^{11}\) Since Chrome runs on multiple platforms and uses the operating system’s cryptographic library, OCSP stapled responses may be processed differently on different platforms http://src.chromium.org/viewvc/chrome/trunk/src/net/cert/.
CRLSets have been successful in providing a fast and efficient method for Chrome to push updates about important revocations. Occasionally fraudulent CA certificates are issued. Any certificates signed by those fraudulent certificates would by definition be trusted; at least until the CA certificate could be removed from browsers’ trusted root stores. Chrome CRLSets have been used in a rapid response fashion for such occurrences as recently as July 2, 2014 (Langley, 2014, July 8).

4.2. Browser comparison

Table 2 shows which revocation related features are supported and categorized by browser and platform. According to this table, the Chrome browser does not check revocation by default. As noted in section 4.1, Chrome checks the revocation status of a small subset of all revoked certificates. As of this writing, the only browser that can be configured to refuse a connection if the revocation status for a certificate cannot be determined is Firefox, but this is not a default configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser/Platform</th>
<th>Revocation Check by default</th>
<th>CRL Support</th>
<th>OCSP Stapling</th>
<th>Hard-Fail option</th>
<th>Soft-Fail by default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows 7 IE 11</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows 8 IE 10</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows FF 30</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows Chrome 35</td>
<td>N*</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSX 10.7 Safari 6.5</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSX 10.7 FF 30</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSX 10.7 Chrome 35</td>
<td>N*</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

The certificate revocation process is adapting in response to researchers’ and administrators’ discoveries of new attack techniques. Originally, certificates were checked against a CRL or blacklist of known bad certificates. Currently, most browsers use an online check, OCSP, to query for the status of a single certificate before trusting it. One weakness of OCSP is that when the client cannot reach an OCSP server to query the
status for a certificate, it defaults to assuming the certificate is OK and continues to the web site. This is referred to as a soft-fail condition. Since the announcement of the Heartbleed vulnerability in April 2014, more attention has been paid to assuring that certificates are properly validated before trusting.

OCSP provides a mechanism for servers to proactively issue a certificate’s revocation status during the TLS session setup called OCSP stapling. This mechanism improves browser performance by offloading the revocation status lookup to the webserver that then includes a digitally signed OCSP response along with the presentation of its certificate during the TLS handshake. The problem with OCSP stapling is that the client does not necessarily know if it is supposed to expect a stapled response because servers are not required to provide one. This may lead to the same soft-fail condition; the client continues on to the site assuming the certificate is good. This behavior provides an opportunity to attackers and has lead to the proposal of a must-staple option, letting the client know whether or not it should be expecting a stapled OCSP response with the certificate.

The major browsers (Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox and Safari) have varying support for the more recent OCSP mechanisms. All 4 browsers support OCSP, however, not all support OCSP stapling. No official standard yet exists for OCSP must-staple but it is under development. Furthermore, Chrome has developed its own mechanism for checking revocation status called CRLSets. Chrome uses a combination of CRLSets and OCSP to perform revocation checking.
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7. Appendix A - Digital Certificates in Depth

7.1. Certificate chains

All certificates must be digitally signed by a certificate issuing authority. Root certificates are self-signed because a root CA is considered the highest-level authority and the authority that we can tell our browsers to “trust”. If the issuing CA is not a root CA then one or more certificates must extend back to a root CA, forming a chain. Each certificate in the chain contains a signature from a higher-level authority until the final link in the chain, the self-signed root certificate (Vacca, 2004, Chapter 12). The client receiving a certificate chain will use the information in the entire certificate chain to validate the identity of the server and establish parameters for encryption. If a CA, not known as trusted to the client’s browser, issued the root certificate then an error or warning will be issued to the user informing him/her that the certificate cannot be trusted as shown in Figure 15.

![Figure 15](image_url)

Root CAs are very powerful in the PKI model, therefore, the certificate chaining method is often used because it allows root CAs to perform only the limited duty of signing intermediate CA certificates and can be kept offline and protected most or all of
the time. The intermediate CAs also have a more limited duty, issuing certificates that are limited in scope, such as server authentication.

Figure 16

Figure 16 shows a certificate issued to a server named IIS-WEBSERVER. It was issued a certificate from SALLYSINTCA, an intermediate certificate authority, and the three-certificate chain is shown. On the right is the certificate for IIS-WEBSERVER as shown in the Subject field. In the middle is the certificate for the issuing CA, SALLYSINTCA, and it was signed by the root CA, SALLYSROOTCA. On the left is the certificate for SALLYSROOTCA and it is self-signed.

7.2. Based on trust

As noted above, the certificate binds a subject to a public key. Since a CA asserts this binding, one relying party accepts the certificate as a method of authenticating a server. Successful authentication of a server is a prerequisite to establishing a secure HTTP (HTTPS) connection between a user’s browser and a web server. Using this model, the users must ultimately trust that the CAs have issued legitimate certificates that contain true declarations of identity.
Every browser has a database of trusted root certificates. Each browser manufacturer publishes requirements that a CA must meet in order to be added to its trusted root store. Links to those requirements documents for the four major browsers are:


Any certificate that meets the following criteria will be considered valid by most major browsers.

- No certificate in chain has expired
- No certificate in chain has been revoked
- Signatures of all certificates in the chain have been validated
- Chain of certificates ends with a trusted root

### 7.2.1. Public key pinning

To further secure this model, the IETF and Google are developing something called *public key pinning (PKP)*. PKP refers to web servers asking browsers that connect to it to *pin* or remember some of the information in the certificate so that in subsequent visits the client would be better able to detect if an attacker were trying to impersonate the server. Much like browsers contain a store of trusted root authorities, they would also maintain a store of public keys belonging to CAs trusted to sign certificates for a particular site. For example, when mycompany.com sends a certificate chain to the browser in the *ServerHello* message of the TLS handshake, the browser would confirm that at least one of the signing authorities in the chain is considered trusted to issue certificates for mycompany.com. If PKP is widely adopted a browser will no longer trust
every certificate signed by a trusted CA. The browser would only trust the certificates signed for hosts that have elected to authorize that CA to sign its certificates (Evans, et al., 2014).

7.2.2. How a web server administrator obtains a certificate

A user must prove to the CA that s/he has the authority to request a certificate for a particular resource. Procedures for this vary according to CA and certificate type. In general, the user generates a public/private key pair and submits a certificate request containing the public key from the key pair and various other parameters including the desired length of validity and the strength of the encryption used. After the CA has satisfactory authorization of the person requesting the certificate, the CA generates a certificate containing the public key and other fields according to the X.509 specification for digital certificates (Cooper et al., 2008). The CA Browser Forum publishes guidelines for CAs regarding issuing and managing TLS certificates (CA Browser Forum, June 2014) and extended validation certificates (CA Browser Forum, 2014). *Extended validation (EV) certificates* for individual servers that require a more rigorous method of verification of the server owner.

Two important components of the certificate are the public key and the digital signature of the issuing CA. The digital signature is an encrypted hash of the certificate fields. The CA calculates a hash of the certificate fields and then encrypts it with its own private key. Anyone that needs to verify that the CA digitally signed the certificate can use the CA’s public key to decrypt the accompanying hash and then compare it to his or her own hash calculation on the certificate fields.
The validity of a digital certificate ultimately relies on our trust of a given CA. We can mathematically prove that a CA signed a certificate by comparing hashes as described above but we cannot mathematically prove that the information contained in the certificate is true. Instead, we must trust that the information in the certificate is true because we trust that the CA has done its job correctly. The CA trust model was questioned by Bruce Schneier many years ago (Ellison & Schneier, 2000) and again more recently by Moxie Marlinspike (Marlinspike, 2011).

7.3. **Certificates can have multiple possible uses**

When a person requests a certificate from a CA, it will be created after ownership or authority over the domain or resource has been established by the CA as described in section 2.4. The level of identification required varies based on the type of certificate being requested. According to RFC 5280, CA’s can issue certificates for the following uses:

- Digital signatures (public key used for signing things other than certificates)
- Non-repudiation (public key used for verifying signatures other than those on its certificates)
- Key encipherment (public key used to encrypt symmetric key)
- Data encipherment (public key used to encrypt data)
- Key agreement (public key used with Diffie-Hellman key agreement)
Research done for this paper shows that web server certificates are issued with at least the *Digital signature* usage and often for *Key encipherment* as well. X.509 version 3 allows the use of *extensions*. Extensions provide a way to assign additional attributes to a certificate. The extension seen most frequently on web server certificates that are used for TLS sessions is *Server authentication*. According to RFC 5280, including a key usage attribute of *Digital signature* and an extended key usage attribute of *Server authentication* implies that the certificate should only be used to send digital signatures when authenticating itself to a client and any other use of the certificate like data encryption should be rejected. A very detailed description of the format, uses and functionality for digital certificates is documented in RFC 5280 (Cooper et al., 2008) with some recent updates regarding self-signed certificates in RFC 6818 (Yee, 2013).

### 7.4. Types of server certificates

In addition to multiple uses, there are also multiple types of web server certificates that a CA could issue. Digital certificates can be acquired for a single server or for multiple servers. A certificate that can be used for multiple servers is called a *wild-card certificate* and will be valid for all servers in a particular subdomain, such as *.mycompany.com*. There are also *extended validation (EV) certificates* for individual servers that require a more rigorous method of verification of the server owner. The purpose of EV certificates is to raise users’ confidence in the validity of the assertion of ownership for a given web site (CA Browser Forum, 2014). More recent versions of the major web browsers are able to recognize an EV certificate and communicate additional information to the user. Figure 18 shows how Chrome color-codes the lock icon as well as the protocol, HTTPS, and includes the *Subject* organization name to indicate a valid EV connected web site. Clicking on the green lock icon produces the drop-down box with further details. Internet Explorer, Firefox and Safari all have similar notification mechanisms.
At the other end of the spectrum from EV certificates is the domain validation (DV) certificate. A DV certificate is usually easier to obtain but provides less confidence in the true identity of the person or entity requesting the certificate (Symantec Official Blog, 2014).

### 7.5. Web server certificates

All TLS connections require that the server identify it using a certificate, however, a client certificate is optional and not often used. In other words, the client is usually not required to prove its identity to the server.

When a secure channel is setup between a browser and a web server, the server sends the client its digital certificate. This is how the server identifies itself to the client. The client, in this example a web browser, examines the server’s certificate and looks for several things. First, it checks the expiration date of the certificate. If the certificate has not expired it will attempt to determine if the certificate has been revoked. There are various methods to check for revocation depending on the browser configuration but usually involves querying a revocation list or and online certificate revocation database. These methods will be discussed in detail in section 3.

Figure 19 shows a server certificate being presented to a client as part of the TLS handshake. The certificate consists of a string of numbers (shown in Base64) representing the various fields of the certificate according to the X.509 standard.
Browsers and certificate viewing applications will display these fields in a more human readable format as shown on the right in Figure 19.

If the certificate has neither expired nor been revoked, the browser will determine if a certificate authority that it trusts has vouched for the server by digitally signing the certificate. The browser does this by checking its trusted CA database. If the CA is trusted, the browser proceeds to verify the signature on the certificate. It does this by decrypting the attached hash of the certificate (the digital signature) using the CAs public key and comparing that result to its own calculation of the hash. If the two hashes match then the browser has successfully authenticated the server. If not, an error or warning is returned to the user. Figure 20 shows a step-by-step illustration of a web server authenticating itself to the client’s browser during the handshake phase of a TLS connection setup.
7.6. Components of a certificate

The current standard for digital certificates is X.509 version 3 and will be referred to throughout this paper. There are many components of a certificate but the most relevant for this paper are the issuer (the CA that signed the certificate), the Subject (the
resource to which the certificate applies), the subject’s `Public key` and the certificate extensions, `CRL distribution point (CDP)` and `Authority Information Access (AIA)`. Both the CDP and the AIA extensions are used for certificate revocation checking and will be discussed in section 3. Figure 21 shows the fields of an X.509 certificate. Each version added new fields as shown. X.509v3 is the current version as of this writing.

**Figure 21**

![Diagram of X.509 Certificate](image)

### 7.7. Client certificates

Servers typically must prove their identity to clients (browsers) but it is also possible for a client to present a digital certificate as proof of identity to a server. This is not commonly implemented, however, and is out of scope for this paper.
8. Appendix B – Viewing CRLSets

The Chromium project has provided open source software to retrieve and examine CRLSets. The software can be downloaded and built according to the instructions at https://github.com/agl/crlset-tools.

Retrieve the current CRLSet as shown in Figure 22.

```
$ ./crlset fetch > crl-set-7-12-14
Downloading CRLSet version 1722
```

**Figure 22**

Figure 23 shows how to list the contents of the CRLSet. This shows CRLSet number 1722 and contains sets for 57 CAs. The total number of certificates contained in this CRLSet was 18840.

```
$ ./crlset dump crl-set-7-12-14 | head -6
Sequence: 1722
Parents: 57
019406d575cf285a3c2d8bbf8133e0cfae4839c99cc1815bdf24487259e7cd2
11270b1308d38971db8f728e2956c6d38bc7
11270b612d2bed52a12dfa3ab5c9317c486a
```

**Figure 23**

To view the serial numbers for one CA you may either grep the output for the SHA256 hash of the CA’s public key or provide the CA’s certificate as an argument to the crlset executable as shown in Figure 24.

```
$ ./crlset dump crl-set DigiCertSHA2ExtendedValidationServerCA.pem
013fe134cba9852961c290d8b5c1837f
019c0703ce5fde670d7aa251b7aa1431
01bcb31a59b15c60aea21aa5a22b49b6
<92 entries snipped>
0fb2f22af5618bf8b4b37627050d8526
0fe6122cd048c6fe90c9a0229a6e97c0
```

**Figure 24**
9. Appendix C – Revocation Reasons

To determine how many certificates are revoked for administrative reasons, a calculation was done using the CRLS provided at the Internet Storm Center (ISC) (https://isc.sans.edu/crls.html). All the CRLs were downloaded, parsed and sorted by reason given for revocation. RFC 5280 states that when a certificate is revoked, reasons are not required but are “strongly encouraged”, nevertheless, an examination of nearly 1.5 million certificate revocation entries since January 1, 2012 shows that nearly one third of those revocations do not include a reason. Figure 25 shows all revocations from the 250+ CRLs listed at the ISC. The total number of certificates that were revoked since January 1, 2012 is close to 1.5 million. The number of certificates that gave no reason for the revocation was about half of one million, or one third of the total. The ratio changes somewhat when only the certificate revocations since the Heartbleed vulnerability was made public on April 7, 2014 are measured in the same way. Of the 450,000 revocations between April 7, 2014 and June 15, 2015, about half of those have given no reason as shown in Figure 26.

Figure 25
Additionally, three of larger CA’s were contacted directly regarding their procedures for certificate revocation.

- **GlobalSign**

  Via an online chat, a Globalsign representative stated that they did not issue CRLs with reason codes. From the CRLs downloaded from ISC, Globalsign had CRLs containing 141,324 revoked certificates and 158 of those contained a revocation reason. Furthermore, none of Globalsign’s 179 revoked EV certificates contained a reason code.

- **Godaddy**

  Via a telephone call, Godaddy reported that they always use a reason code for revoked certificates. Users access a web page to request revocation for a certificate. The page contains a drop down menu for selecting a revocation reason. The representative did not know the default value.

  The CRLs collected for this research list over 1 million revoked certificates for Godaddy. The reasons given were:

  - 96% *Cessation of Operation*
  - 2% *Affiliation Changed*
  - 1% *Privilege Withdrawn*
  - 0.3% *Superseded*
• .3% *Key Compromise*

  *Symantec*

Via an online chat, a Symantec representative reported that revocations are requested via a webpage on which the user must select a reason code from a drop down menu. The representative stated that the default reason on the drop down menu was *New Key Pair*.

Of the 81,322 revoked certificates from the CRLs collected for this research, none of the revoked certificates contained a reason code.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANS Zurich February 2020</td>
<td>Zurich, CH</td>
<td>Feb 24, 2020 - Feb 29, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Secure India 2020</td>
<td>Bangalore, IN</td>
<td>Feb 24, 2020 - Feb 29, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Manchester February 2020</td>
<td>Manchester, GB</td>
<td>Feb 24, 2020 - Feb 29, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Jacksonville 2020</td>
<td>Jacksonville, FLUS</td>
<td>Feb 24, 2020 - Feb 29, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Secure Japan 2020</td>
<td>Tokyo, JP</td>
<td>Mar 02, 2020 - Mar 14, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Team Summit &amp; Training 2020</td>
<td>Louisville, KYUS</td>
<td>Mar 02, 2020 - Mar 09, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Northern VA - Reston Spring 2020</td>
<td>Reston, VAUS</td>
<td>Mar 02, 2020 - Mar 07, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Munich March 2020</td>
<td>Munich, DE</td>
<td>Mar 02, 2020 - Mar 07, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS St. Louis 2020</td>
<td>St. Louis, MOUS</td>
<td>Mar 08, 2020 - Mar 13, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Dallas 2020</td>
<td>Dallas, TXUS</td>
<td>Mar 09, 2020 - Mar 14, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Prague March 2020</td>
<td>Prague, CZ</td>
<td>Mar 09, 2020 - Mar 14, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild West Hackin Fest 2020</td>
<td>San Diego, CAUS</td>
<td>Mar 10, 2020 - Mar 11, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Doha March 2020</td>
<td>Doha, QA</td>
<td>Mar 14, 2020 - Mar 19, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Norfolk March 2020</td>
<td>Norfolk, VAUS</td>
<td>Mar 16, 2020 - Mar 21, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Kuwait March 2020</td>
<td>Salmiya, KW</td>
<td>Mar 21, 2020 - Mar 26, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS FOR585 Rome March 2020 (In Italian)</td>
<td>Rome, IT</td>
<td>Mar 30, 2020 - Apr 04, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Training at RSA Conference 2020</td>
<td>OnlineCAUS</td>
<td>Feb 23, 2020 - Feb 24, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS OnDemand</td>
<td>Books &amp; MP3s OnlyUS</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>